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Kuwait University 
The university campus was originally to be built in Shuwaikh

and while construction, used Khalidiya high school as a temporary
facility. However, when it was complete, they never let go of
Khaldiya, and as Kuwait’s population increased, so too did the
university student population. To accommodate this demand, the
university started to build new buildings in a small plot of land.
This strained local infrastructure, produced traffic congestion with
limited parking spaces, and disturbed the peace of nearby adja-
cent housing. As a result, Kuwait University today is scattered in
more than one area and has no coherent urban hierarchy and col-
lege landscape. 

Cooperative community centers 
Finally, the last example of unplanned spaces in Kuwait is

closely related to people’s daily lifestyles, which is Kuwait’s co-
operative supermarkets and community centers found in almost
every residential area. These centers have been regarded as one
of the most successful experiments of Kuwait’s modernization.
The government grouped the supermarket, commercial, medical
and other government services all in one centrally located and
convenient space in each area. However, over time, each co-op
took a different path as they renovated their buildings to accom-
modate more commercial spaces. 

Furthermore, the Municipality and ministry of social affairs,
that oversee the cooperatives, provided permits for new mosques,
governmental buildings and banks to be built without any coor-
dination between them and no clear master plan. This chaotic sit-
uation led to many supermarket complexes being like a maze of
unusual buildings juxtaposed with each other. 

Conclusion 
There is one underlying theme in all these unfinished modern

projects, which is the inability to fully execute the master plan,

poor facility management, and failure to foresee future expansion.
Thus, vacant public lands have become a potential space for com-
peting and clashing interests, either between governmental insti-
tutions, private companies or non-profit organizations who want
government support. Allowing unplanned and random projects to
flourish created spaces that are aesthetically unpleasant, without
cultural identity and poor environmental quality. 

What is needed now is a clear master plan, a roadmap, a vision
to design our city on every level. What is needed now is to start
implementing these ideas and enforce the rule of law rather than
waiting for other forces to guide our built environment. What is
needed now more than ever is a new architectural language that
gains inspiration from our past to meet the needs of the present,
in order to aspire for a more sustainable future. 
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